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The localized spin triplet ground state of a nitrogen vacancy �NV� center in diamond can be used in
atomic-scale detection of local magnetic fields. Here we present a technique using ensembles of
these defects in diamond to image fields around magnetic structures. We extract the local magnetic
field vector by probing resonant transitions of the four fixed tetrahedral NV orientations. In
combination with confocal microscopy techniques, we construct a two-dimensional image of the
local magnetic field vectors. Measurements are done in external fields less than 50 G and under
ambient conditions. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3337096�

Visualizing magnetic field vectors has been an area of
interest for many years. The familiar method of spreading
iron filings around a bar magnet was a well practiced tech-
nique when Faraday first described “lines of magnetic
forces” in 1831.1 In the past few decades, many techniques
have been developed to locally probe much weaker magnetic
fields on much smaller length scales. Superconducting quan-
tum interference devices,2 scanning Hall probe microscopy,3

magnetic force microscopy �MFM�,4 and magnetic resonance
force microscopy �MRFM�5,6 are a few methods. Using the
localized spin triplet ground state in a nitrogen vacancy �NV�
center in diamond as an atomic-scale magnetic field probe
has also been proposed.7,8 Theoretical spatial and magnetic
field resolution limits exceed those of previously mentioned
techniques and inherent operation in ambient conditions and
low external fields is also advantageous. Early experiments
using NV centers as proximity magnetometers show promis-
ing results.9–11 In this letter, we present a field imaging tech-
nique using ensembles of NV centers in much the same way
that Faraday used iron filings to view magnetic field lines.

An NV center in diamond consists of a substitutional
nitrogen adjacent to a vacancy in the lattice. The symmetry
axis is along any of the four tetrahedral �111� crystallo-
graphic directions, see Fig. 1�a�. Two of the symmetry axes

lie on the �110� plane �blue� and the other two on the �1̄10�
plane �red�. The pertinent level structure associated with the
negatively charged NV center used in this experiment is de-
picted in Fig. 1�b�. The NV forms a spin triplet in the ground
state �3A� and excited state �3E�. The degenerate ms= �1
states are zero-field split from the ms=0 state by 2.87 GHz.
Optically addressing the system induces spin conservative
transitions from 3A to 3E. However, a nonradiative relaxation
through a singlet state �1A� allows optical initialization into
the ms=0 state.12,13 This shelving state causes a decreased
photoluminescence �PL� intensity when the system is in the
ms= �1 states. The degeneracy between the ms= �1 states
is lifted by applying a magnetic field, which Zeeman splits

the ms= �1 states and does not affect the ms=0 state.
Applying a microwave field drives transitions between the
ms=0 state and the ms=+1 ��1� state when the frequency is
resonant with the splitting between the ms=0 state and the
ms=+1 ��1� state. This results in Lorentzian dips in the
optically detected electron spin resonance �ESR� spectrum at
the resonant frequencies �see Fig. 1�c��.14 Three distinct Zee-
man split pairs of peaks originate from three different NV

orientations ��11̄1̄�, �111�, and �1̄1̄1� in Fig. 1�a��. The NV

along the fourth orientation ��1̄11̄� in Fig. 1�a�� is difficult to
resolve; the resulting peak is weaker due to optical
polarization,15 broader due to comparably stronger micro-
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FIG. 1. �Color� �a� Schematic of sample orientation showing the �110� dia-
mond surface �blue plane� along with two NV symmetry axes �blue arrows�.
The red plane, perpendicular to the surface, contains the other two NV axes.
The black square represents the patterned permalloy structure. Crystallo-
graphic directions of the diamond are depicted as well as the Cartesian
coordinate system. �b� Level structure of NV complex. �c� Typical ESR
spectrum �solid black� and Lorentzian fits �dashed red�. The splittings of the
three NV directions are extracted from fits. �d� Optical image of the sample
showing 20�20 �m2 permalloy square with 75 �m diameter microwave
antenna on diamond.
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wave broadening, and overlapping with peaks that originate
from the two out-of-plane NVs. Moreover, the three other
orientations are sufficient to extract the three components of
the magnetic field.

We use �110� diamond substrates �Sumitomo-type Ib
grown by high-temperature, high-pressure methods� with
sufficiently high concentrations of NVs to have all four ori-
entations within the confocal volume �	1 �m3� of our mi-
croscope. Circular microwave antennas are patterned on the
diamond, defining the magnetic sensing region. For this
study, we use antennas that are 75 �m in diameter. Permal-
loy �Ni0.8Fe0.2� shapes, lithographically aligned with respect
to one in-plane NV, are thermally evaporated in the center of
the antennas with a thickness of 	50 nm, see Fig. 1�d�.
Three different shapes were investigated in this work as fol-
lows: a 20�20 �m2 square, an equilateral triangle with
20 �m sides, and a 10�40 �m2 rectangle.

In order to extract the local magnetic field vector, we
measure the Zeeman splitting for the three visible NVs. We
apply an external field with a permanent magnet on a rota-
tion and translation stage. The range of motion leads to fields
between 45 and 1000 G. The field is reversed by inverting
the magnet. A 532 nm laser is focused to a spot size of
0.3 �m2 a few microns below the diamond surface. This
initializes the spin state of the NVs within the confocal vol-
ume to the ms=0 state. A fast steering mirror is used to
spatially scan across the sample with a two-dimensional
scanning range of 20�20 �m2. Larger movements are done
using translation stages. The PL intensity is measured with
an avalanche photodiode. A signal generator is used in com-
bination with on-chip waveguides to apply microwave fields
for ESR measurements.

Each ESR spectrum is fit, and the frequency splittings
are extracted. The splitting is proportional to the projection
of the magnetic field along that NV’s symmetry axis.16 Using
simple geometric arguments to transform the tetrahedral di-
rections into Cartesian coordinates �as defined in Fig. 1�a��,
we find the following equations for the magnetic field com-
ponents

Bx = � · �NV1,

By = � �
1

2
2
�2�NV1 − 3��NV2 + �NV3�� ,

Bz = � �

3

2
2
��NV3 − �NV2� ,

where �= �h /2g�B�, �NVi is the splitting between the
ms=+1 and the ms=−1 state of NVi; i=1 corresponds to the
visible in-plane NV and i=2, 3 correspond to the two out-
of-plane NVs. By measuring ESR spectra while scanning the
laser spot over the sample, we determine the splittings of
NVi. We are then able to extract the magnetic field vector at
each point. A reference ESR spectrum is measured far away
from the permalloy, allowing us to subtract the externally
applied field from the total field in order to get the local field.
The resulting images of the local field are shown in Fig. 2.

In our measurement, we cannot distinguish between the
ms=+1 and the ms=−1 state, or in other words, between
positive and negative splittings. This results in an ambiguity
in the sign of the magnetic field. However, by using a sub-
tractive method, we measure small changes with respect to
the uniform external field. We choose an external field that is
larger in magnitude than the measured local field, which in-
sures that the sign of the total field will be the same as the
sign of the external field. When we subtract the external field
from the total field, we are left with the local field with the
proper sign.

The magnetization of the permalloy is characterized in a
magneto-optical Kerr effect �MOKE� microscope. The hys-
teresis of the magnetization along the length of the rectangle
is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The MOKE measurement reveals a
coercive field of 	100 G along the long axis.

Magnetization of the permalloy is also investigated us-
ing ESR to probe the field around the rectangle. We focus on
a spot next to the side of the rectangle and prepare the mag-
netization of the permalloy antiparallel to the external field
by first applying a large negative external field ��1000 G�
and then setting it to +45 G. While measuring ESR spectra,
we step the external field to +155 G and back to +45 G. We
also measure ESR spectra far away from the permalloy at
each field step as a reference. By subtracting the reference
magnetic field from the total magnetic field, we find the local
magnetic field originating from the permalloy. The resulting
data �Fig. 3�b�� reproduces the hysteretic behavior seen in the
MOKE data. It is important to note that this is a measure-
ment of the local magnetic field due to the magnetization of
the permalloy, not of the magnetization itself.
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FIG. 2. �Color� Images of the mag-
netic field vectors around the permal-
loy �a� square and �b� triangle mea-
sured in an external field of 45 G.
Arrow’s size and direction represent
the x-y vector, while z is depicted with
color. Each vector refers to one ESR
spectrum, averaged for 	10 minutes.
To get a sense of scale, the circled
field vector is �1.36�0.13,2.48
�0.22,1.76�0.09� G.
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Images of the magnetic field vectors before the forward
sweep and after the backward sweep are shown in Figs. 3�c�
and 3�d�, respectively. Both images were taken in the same
external field of 50 G. The reversal in direction of magnetic
field vectors, and thus in the magnetization, is clearly seen.

The magnetic field and lateral resolutions of the mea-
surements presented here are 	0.2 G and 	0.3 �m, re-
spectively, which can be improved by implementing a few
techniques. Improvement of the magnetic field resolution up
to 0.3 mG can be done by using pulsed techniques.8,10 The
spatial resolution can be significantly improved by imple-
menting a reversible saturable optically linear fluorescence
transitions technique,17 such as stimulated emission deple-
tion microscopy, which has been shown to improve imaging
resolution of diamond NVs to a few nanometers.18 These
improvements could bring the field sensitivity from a level
similar to standard MFM methods, to the range achieved
with MRFM techniques, as well as improving the spatial
resolution to a level comparable with MFMs. This can all be
done at room temperature with vector resolution in a single
pass.

In summary, we showed that NV centers in diamond can
be used to image local magnetic field vectors. The resolution
in this work is 	0.2 G and 	0.3 �m. The important advan-
tages of the technique presented here are simultaneous ex-
traction of three orthogonal components of the magnetic field
and operation in small external fields less than 	50 G and
under ambient conditions.
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FIG. 3. �Color� Hysteresis of the permalloy rectangle as measured by
MOKE �a� and ESR �b�. Increasing �decreasing� magnetic field sweep is in
black �red�. Vector field image of the field lines around the rectangle with
the magnetization in the negative �c� and the positive x-direction �d�.
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